M/Y I SEA CREW PROFILE
OUR PEOPLE A DEDICATED CREW OF TEN MEMBERS BROUGHT TOGETHER IN
HIGH SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY, SAFETY AWARENESS AND POSITIVE ATTITUDE.
All members are duly certified seamen STCW95. In addition to academy courses ashore, they do
practice training programs on board to optimize skills and knowledge. Attention to detail is the
trademark of the yacht and fun in the sun.
Master
Chief Mate
Chief Engineer
2nd Engineer
Bosun
Deckhand

Tasos Vasileiou
Dimitris Athanasiou
Aris Ganotopoulos
Stergios Eleftheriadis
Dimitris Eleftheriou
Yiorgos Giatras

Executive Chef
Stewardess
Stewardess
Stewardess

Vasilis Zafeiropoulos
Sara Lovegrove
Julia Storozhuk
Olga Babii

TASOS VASILEIOU
Master / Greek, age 36, speaks English & Greek
Captain Tasos, the guardian of the yacht, has prudently selected the outstanding team on board, all
passionate with the yachting and life at sea. At all times motivates all crew members to accomplish services
perfectly, yet quietly, providing a joyful atmosphere and memorable experience on board in highest
standards.
Captain Tasos was born in a seafront town of Evia island from a tourism oriented family in luxury services. His
youth by the sea and 5 star resorts had been fundamental to shape eventually a great personality, love for
the sea and passion for the luxury yachting.
Graduated from the Marine Academy of Evia, counts an over fifteen year experience in the marine industry
with ranging positions to Chief Officer in unlimited tonnage cruise ships of brand companies like Celebrity
Cruises and Amazara Cruises. He attended several courses to shape a remarkable career resume, some in
Miami Maritime Academy, to hold several international certificates including from USCG (United States Coast
Guard). Some additional tasks to his position had been the crew training in regards to all safety issues and
finally a severe implementation in project management of new deliveries at the shipyards.
Awarded progress until a new career in the luxury yachting, on Benetti 50m ‘Africa’, the Baglietto 44m
‘Geosand’, later on as Staff Captain on mega yacht Elegant 007 (ex RM Elegant) and now on board ‘I Sea’.
Cruising most of the seas around the world enjoys mostly the clarity of the Mediterranean with the blue
safe waters. As a father of two children, Captain Tasos enjoys the yacht to be children-friendly and well
equipped with water toys for the family pleasure. Charming, Active, kind, enthusiastic, governs great the
crew and himself to feature a dazzling and hard -working team.

Father of two children, in free time enjoys family moments, traveling, learning all news in modern
technology, enjoying good food, taking drone marine pictures. PADI holder enjoys opportunities for diving.

DIMITRIS ATHANASIOU
Chief Mate / Greek, age 31, speaks English & Greek
Chief Officer Dimitris was born in a seafront suburb of Athens from a marine oriented family. In early youth
enjoyed swimming at the level of instructor and during summers as lifeguard whilst studying in Merchant
Marine High School of Piraeus.
Dimitris graduated the Merchant Marine Academy of Mihanionas as Captain and served the Hellenic Navy as
Petty Officer. Since 2000 he traveled extensively in all seas, on freight tankers to continue his career last
years on board luxurious large yachts like Speedboat licensed, he has excellent navigation and administration
skills to make a great team with Captain Tasos. Kind by nature, active, approachable, is a great asset on
board. On board m/y I Sea preserves a greatly conditioned bridge, participates in navigation, crew training on
board, water leisure and all procedures related to the documentary and certificates of the vessel. His hobbies
are related to the sports life including Scuba Diving as is PADI holder, Jet skiing , Water Skiing, Cycling,
Extreme Sports and Cooking. In his free time, he shares sports life with his wife and domestic peaceful
moments. Father of two infants enjoys mostly domestic life.

ARIS GANOTOPOULOS
Chief Engineer / Greek, age 34, speaks English & Greek
Chief Engineer Aris is the secret hero of the yacht I Sea; the one who makes the inner working of the vessel,
the unseen or unheard works, yet vital for the smooth operation of the vessel. Born from a seamen’s family
in Volos, conducted his talent and ingenious capacity in constructions, to the engineering.
Aris graduated from the Marine Academy Macedonia in Engineering holding the Merchant Marine Engineer’s
Degree. Immediately he was absorbed in shipping ranging swiftly and successfully positions to Chief Engineer
on board cargo ships of high tonnage and shore projects from 2003 until 2016.
Workaholic, kind, quiet, has another passion, cooking and he is certainly an excellent cook in Mediterranean
cuisine. In the wide platform of the yacht, Aris can certainly make for you a fresh cocktail when his priorities
are over. On board I Sea is a great asset for the dynamic undertaking of the yacht, also a great colleague to
the rest of the team during other deck or sports activities. Father of one child spends his free time with
family, cooking, creating patented shore constructions, collecting documentaries on historical pioneer
engineering in ships, fishing and yes hunting.

STERGIOS ELEFTHERIADIS
2nd Engineer / Greek, age 30, speaks English & Greek
Born in a beautiful northern port of Macedonia in Greece, Stergios is a talented engineer since his early
youth. Graduated in 2008 from the Merchant Marine of Macedonia with Engineer’s Degree holds a series of
distinguished certificates in marine engineering. Swiftly absorbed by a well-established shipping company
(Anangel Shipping) with a remarkable fleet of high tonnage cargo ships, he gathered experience and service
in this fleet as 3rd Engineer. On board m/y I Sea matched immediately with the team, whilst has been
working in the past together with Chief Engineer Aris, and appreciate each other’s work.
Workaholic yet quiet, with a great smile on a tranquil face, has already contributed in winter maintenance of
the yacht. Now, Stergios is eager to move on and assist in new modifications on the garage of the engine
room, to offer more space in the heart of the vessel and all these amendments may improve the yacht even
more.In his free time enjoys time with friends, boating, and movies time.

DIMITRIS GKALOUFAS
Bosun / Greek, age 38, speaks English & Greek
Dimitris was born in a seafront part of Evia island from a family holding tradition in seamanship. Certified able
seaman he has a great background in unlimited tonnage commercial ships as deck hand. As Bosun in small
ships was getting experience fast. Dimitris has completed all safety training, has speedboat license and can
drive any motor power boat and vehicle. On board m/y I Sea he has an essential role on decks and
cooperates perfectly with all divisions, principally with Chief Engineer Aris. Dimitris has awareness by nature
and loves to care for the vessel and guests’ entertainment during the water leisure. His long lasting bright
smile is great for everyone on board together with willingness and initiatives to coordinate with the team in
most works. Luxury yachting seems to fit perfectly to Dimitris as was born only for this.
Father of one child, in free time enjoys family moments, boating and he appreciates good food.

YIORGOS GIATRAS
A/B / Greek, age 26, speaks English & Greek
Yiorgos is a certified able seaman with a rich background in unlimited tonnage commercial ships and motor
boats. Yiorgos has completed all safety training, has speedboat license and can drive any motor power boat
and vehicle. On board m/y I Sea he has an essential role on decks and cooperates perfectly with all divisions,
to make all guests enjoy the water leisure. Certified PADI water diver and great with all water toys, enjoys the
nautical sessions in both professional and personal life.

INTERIOR TEAM
VASILIS ZAFEIROPOULOS
Executive Chef / Greek, age 37,
speaks English, Spanish, Italian & Greek
Executive Chef Vasilis is the quintessential member of the I Sea team. Born in Athens and oriented to a
tourism family, appreciated young the fresh ingredients and culinary cuisine. Graduated the Chef & Pastry Art
Academy of Anavyssos in Greece to pursue the passion for the excellence in tastes and rapidly rise in the
industry, by working at every high standards facet of the Hospitality and Tourism.
Classy and experienced, Vasilis reflects intelligence in his cuisine, by his refined taste and marvelous dish
presentation. His background in 4 and 5 star Resorts as a Sous Chef and Executive Chef made Vasilis favorite
Chef of celebrities in Greece, by cooking at special occasions & events, in villas and mega yachts.
Passionate with challenges in tastes, maintains this flavors to remind of ‘home’.
Loyal and reliable enjoys his occupation on I Sea yacht since last year.
Supportive to the interior, is excellent administrator of the stewardesses to encourage swift service in a
friendly yet professional environment. His specialties are rather customized to approach guests with dishes in
new yet so intimate taste and inspire the interior team with his talent. With influence from trips around the
world, Vasilis will prepare unique recipes from the utmost fresh food to decline any artificial touch.
PADI certified diver and great in all water sports, enjoys working by the sea. Whilst ashore, Vasilis shares life
in balance, between home, as father of two children, and social life, as active member of ‘Chef for Humanity’
organization.

SARAH LOVEGROVE
British, age 20, speaks English
Sarah is an enthusiastic beautiful person, focused and conscientious with the passion of super yachts.
Supportive and friendly with a good sense of humor and eye for detail is a great team player, genuine and
very easy-going to get along with. In excellent communication and interpersonal skills is the reliable
Stewardess, hard working in all professional challenges. Certified STWC 95, has involved in fashion industry
and trained as Bar Manager in Holy Cow and cook assistant. Trained in Soho standards has the confidence to
jump in the luxury yachting to give a new turn to her career. Starting with the M/Y Vanlis and M/Y Laura, now
is a perfect match with the I Sea team, is absolutely fine waitress to serve drinks, set the tables, make sure of
great service during a culinary meal experience. In good coordination with the galley and two more
stewardesses, proves a great team member on board.

JULIA STOROZHUK
Ukrainian, age 23, speaks English and Ukrainian
Julia is a highly trained stewardess with a nice background at a restaurant as waitress and on board mega
yacht Alexander and M/Y Faribana. Duties have been on Housekeeping organization, extended to the
organization of service. Featuring etiquette when serving, arranging all features of service at bar and later on
moving onto service. On board I Sea, all crew members adore to privilege from Julia’s service whilst
preparing tables, serving meals, responding to guest requests. She is great in organization, tiding things up,
setting tables, coordinating with the galley and a lot of more tasks. In coordination with other divisions
principally with the galley, enjoys the outcome of a team work. A great asset in the team brings the spring
with her warm smile.

OLGA BABII
Ukrainian, age 25, speaks English, Ukrainian and Russian
Olga comes from a seamen’s oriented family and always loved the ocean. Trained by shore seminars in Hotel
Management, followed her heart to work on board a cruise ship and a commercial passenger vessel. She
gained the bet to finally prove a team worker, workaholic, to deal with different nationalities and easily make
good relations with guests and crew as well. Quick learner, she was fascinated by the silver service, beautiful
porcelains, the delicate and careful way to set up a table and serve guests graciously. She is now familiar with
travelling in many places, carries her bright smile and enjoys care for guests on board. Matching perfectly
with the team of m/y I Sea, will place flowers and chocolate in guest cabins, will prepare breakfast to serve
coffee at the time guests open eyes and adjust sound of your favorite music. Victoria will do her best to make
sensational stay of guests on board.

